Australian Technologies Competition 2016 – Melbourne Cleantech Showcase and Awards

2016 Semi Finalists
Up to three Finalists in each Category will be decided by the Judges prior to the Showcase. The Finalists will present to the Judges
before the final decision on the Winner for each Award is made. Companies can be elected as Finalists in more than one category.
Following the brief overviews of each Semi Finalist, a more detailed company is profiled for all Semi Finalists in alphabetical order.

Advanced
Fertigation
Systems

WA

Airtopia

VIC

Aquamation
Equipment

VIC

Axis Energy
Group

QLD

Conflux
Technology

VIC

CrytoPhoto

QLD

Advanced Fertigation Systems provides a cost-effective water and nutrient
management platform, SWAN (Scheduling Water And Nutrients), that helps to
manage water resources, allocations and nutrient inputs precisely and to plan.
Airtopia is an air conditioning controller that integrates seamlessly with any IR (infrared) controlled split systems allowing Building Management Systems to fully mimic
the original remote control and transforming the process of air conditioning
automation.
Aquamation's Water Cremation technology uses water instead of propane gas fired
incineration to cremate bodies that reduces energy use, emissions, toxic fumes and
airborne mercury pollution.
Axis Energy Group's vertical axis wind turbine is particularly suited to the low and
turbulent flows encountered urban environments and features novel slanting blades
that enhance its start-up capabilities, minimise vibrations levels and eliminate power
fluctuation.
Conflux Technology uses metal Additive Manufacturing (3D printing) to produce a
smaller, lighter and more efficient heat exchanger with intricate geometry and a high
surface area density.
CryptoPhoto provides better authentication and makes it fast and easy for ordinary
people to login and use the internet safely, protecting against phishing scams,
social engineers, fake web sites and similar attacks, even if the user is
unsophisticated or unmotivated.
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Cubic QED
Energy Made
Clean

Fulcrum 3D

WA

NSW

Energy Made Clean's Solar Construction offers integrated solutions to complex
energy challenges including off grid power, utility and commercial scale solar, water
pumping systems and lithium battery storage system.
Fulcrum 3D's CloudCAM is an advanced sky imaging system which utilises a
ground-mounted fisheye camera together with advanced image processing to
identify, categorize, track and predict cloud movement over solar photovoltaic power
plants.
Gamechanger Technologies VForce® Compound Motion technology for wind
turbines and other airfoils provides variable angle of deflection and extension
(morphing) that other systems cannot achieve.

Y

Y

Y

Y

Gamechanger
Technologies

VIC

Greenland
Systems

VIC

Greenland Systems' Evacuated Tube Solar Thermal collector is capable of
efficiently raising the temperature of a Heat Transfer Fluid to 200C for direct
applications for industry.

Y

Independent
Products

VIC

Independent Products' uses the waste-water created by air conditioners to improve
energy efficiency by up to 40% and can be retrofitted to most of the world’s split
system air conditioning and refrigeration units.

Y

MAKO Turbines' tidal technology has been designed to produce
predictable/baseload renewable electricity from free-flowing water in tides, rivers,
canals, inter-island channels or tailraces of hydro dams around the world.

Y

MAKO Turbines

NSW

Ozius Spatial

QLD

StabilCo

NSW

SunSHIFT

NSW

Ozius Spatial's Naxia Land Management Tools are a suite of spatial information
tools derived from remote sensing analytics and used for environmental monitoring
and land management.
StabilCo’s MatrixMaterials provide an innovative roadbase-and-rail infrastructure
solution from waste by capitalising on scientifically designed and engineered
material properties to deliver improved performance and cost benefits to both
infrastructure owners and the environment.
SunSHIFT is a pre-engineered, pre-fabricated, moveable turnkey solar-PV solution
specifically designed to overcome the limitations of traditional solar-PV and enable
new users, such as miners, to adopt alternative energy.
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Cubic QED's process captures and transforms mineral salts from the discharge
water of reverse osmosis desalination into mineral carbonates that become valuable
commercial minerals.
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AGRIBUSINESS
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SupraG Energy

VIC

Taggle Systems

NSW

Wattwatchers

NSW

SupraG Energy is a graphene technology commercialization company which
develops next-generation high-energy-density energy storage devices, including
supercapacitors, for power management and transportation applications.
Taggle Systems builds and operates a low power wide area radio network enabling
the highly efficient collection of vast amounts of data from connected devices such
as water meters.
Wattwatchers has developed the ultra-compact Auditor series of internet appliances
for energy that deliver accurate, real-time energy management over the internet
independently of regulated billing meters and equipment manufacturers’ monitoring
systems.
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Aeration Control
Australia

WA

Aeration Control Australia provides unmatched management of grain in storage by
providing of aeration at the right temperature and humidity in order to improve the
grain condition.

Aglive

VIC

Aglive has developed a system and method for digital supply chain traceability that
has significantly enhanced tracking of red meat from farmer to end consumer.

Y

Y

Y

Conveyor
Manufacturers
Australia (CMA)

NSW

Conveyor Manufacturers Australia's REDLINE Conveyor System is a mono-rail
mounted conveyor system that can be advanced and retracted into position via a
pneumatic/hydraulic drive system.

Y

Core Resources

QLD

Core Resources' Toowong Process is a novel technology enabling the removal of
toxic contaminants from mineral concentrates produced by mines and fix them in an
environmentally stable and non-toxic form.

Y

Cortical Dynamics

WA

Cortical Dynamics has developed a disruptive Brain function monitor, the Brain
Anaesthesia Response (BAR) monitor, that better detects the effect of anaesthetic
agents on brain activity and aids optimal anaesthetisation.

Elexon Mining

QLD

Elexon Mining's Cave Tracker System provides underground mine operators with
the ability to measure movement in the underground ore body in near-real time to
improve mine safety and productivity.

Y

Heat Trap Solar

WA

Heat Trap’s Emergency Safety Shower Chiller cools unsafe incoming hot water
making safety shower and/or eye baths safe to use.

Y

NSW

HMS Group's remote controlled mini loader for open cut mines or underground
mines is designed to safely collect the coal that drops from the conveyor belt whilst
the belt is still operating.

Y

VIC

Imunexus improves the cancer killing ability of existing antibody drugs by quickly
and easily creating bispecific biobetter versions using small antibody-like modules
called “Imunexins” that can be engineered to bind to any specific target.

HMS Group of
Companies
Australia
Imunexus
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Medical Safety
Systems

NSW

Long Pipes' Fluid Highway is a continuous joint-free pipe, produced at 20kms/day
using composite pipe technology cured onsite to provide the lightest, strongest,
toughest, fastest to install, longest lasting, cheapest solution for long distance
transportation of gases and fluids.
Medical Safety Systems' RiskMx continuously monitors pathology and other patientlevel data using pre-defined algorithms that provide the basis for automated, realtime, healthcare practitioner-friendly Risk Management Plan implementation.

Y

Micronised
Mineral Solutions

NT

Micronised Mineral Solutions has developed a solution that enables faster and more
efficient decontamination of toxic mine water through the removal of 99.8% of
dissolved metals and re-balancing water pH to meet environmental requirements.

Reservoir Rock
Technologies

WA

Reservoir Rock Technologies has developed a highly efficient automated imaging,
computer based process for analysis of core samples in the oil and gas industry.

Y

Y

SCT Operations

NSW

SCT Operations' ANZI cell is a device that measures the three dimensional in situ
stresses in rock, a key parameter in mining, tunnelling, and related industries.

Y

Y

Secure Code
Warrior

NSW

Stochastic
Simulation

WA

V2H International

QLD

Vectus
Biosystems

NSW

Worldpoly

VIC

Secure Code Warrior is a web-based gamified skills development and assessment
platform that mimics real-life security vulnerabilities in software code, provides
instant learning opportunities for developers to locate, identify and fix these
vulnerabilities.
Stochastic Simulation’s ResAssure is a revolutionary reservoir simulation tool for
the upstream oil and gas industry that enables the industry to confidently make
development decisions with previously unmatched confidence and speed.
V2H International has developed innovative lateral drilling technology using high
pressure water jetting for the global oil and natural gas industry that radically
enhances the hydrocarbon production of new and existing wells.
Vectus Biosystems has developed a platform technology that allows the production
of small molecules that mimic the activity of the vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP),
allowing construction of more than 70 compounds with anti-hypertensive and/or
anti-fibrotic properties.
Worldpoly's Australian PolyForce technology provides automated, safe and
consistent welding of HDPE pipe systems using current hydraulics and electronic
controls and designed for remote and rugged use.
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Advanced Fertigation Systems

CAPABILITIES
AFS facilitates effective
and efficient water and
fertiliser use for any
managed plant population
AFS develops analytic
platforms for application
of technology driven plant
production
Solutions are applicable
by private, public and
corporate entities for
maximising resource use
efficiency, and monitoring
of related performance
measures
Provide an evidence base
for adaptive management
and for timely decisionmaking
Reporting for
accountability, regulatory
compliance

DISCRIMINATORS
AFS’s SWAN (Scheduling
Water and Nutrients)
platform integrates water
and nutrient budgeting
and accounting
Platform incorporates
actual (historical) and
predictive data to
generate a scheduling
program for irrigation and
nutrient application
Processing of remote
telemetric data sources to
deliver a “cloud-based”
analytic tool to mobile
devices and desktop
computers
Incorporation of satellite
mapping technology to
provide NDVI data as a
qualitative performance
measure
Real-time record keeping
and budget-to-actual
reporting for irrigation/
fertiliser delivery
(accounting and
compliance)
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Local councils & sporting
bodies who manage
public open space
parkland
Government authorities
who have the oversight of
water and/or nutrient
resource use
Large scale irrigators
within the fodder, cereal
cropping and cotton
sectors
Smaller scale irrigators in
the horticultural sector
including wine grapes,
citrus, stone fruits and nut
production

KEY PARTNERS
Technology partner:
NGIS Australia
Govt sector:
Dept of Agriculture &
Food of WA
Private sector consulting:
Acknowledge

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Smart Approved
Watermark

CONTACT DETAILS
Tim Hyde
55 Cheriton Street
Perth WA 6000
Phone: +61 8 6323 2206
Email: tim@afsag.com.au

Aeration Control Australia

CAPABILITIES
Unique method of Drying
and Cooling grain in
storage
Complete turnkey
solutions that include
switchboard manufacture
and fan supply.
Software developed to
provide a dedicated app
for the remote control
and monitoring of the
system
Integration of the
Aeration system with
material handling and
power supply alternatives

DISCRIMINATORS
ACA controllers uniquely
control the activation of
the fans based on the
condition of the grain and
not just on the ambient
condition as with all other
controllers.
There is only one other
manufacturer in the world
that uses condition
feedback but that relies
on the installation of
sensor cables. Cables that
are damage prone and
only measure a very small
area around the sensor
The Aeration Manager
uses a predictive
algorithm that avoids the
use of sensors in the silo
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KEY CUSTOMERS
CBH, Western Australia

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Bungulla farming, WA
ISO 9001:2008
New Inventors Award
ABC TV
WA Department of
Agriculture

KEY PARTNERS
Prairie And Agricultural
Machinery Institute
GRDC
CSIRO

CONTACT DETAILS
Henk de Graaf
39 Winton Rd
Joondalup WA 6027
Tel 08 9300 1844

Aglive
Aglive
| App Only
| MOB

CAPABILITIES
Software application (app)
for the electronic National
Vendor Declaration
(eNVD®) system
Fully customisable farm
livestock & management
reporting suite allowing
management of individual
and mob based animal
movements

Aglive
| App & Web Based
| MOB & Individual Movements

Cloud based platform to
track livestock using
location enabled mobile
devices
Unique digital geo-string
enabling animal lifetime
traceability & seamless
provenance validation
Flexible data capture
platform with the
capability to extend the
technology and share data
across additional industry
verticals (e.g. Horticulture)
A Global software solution
for global food trust &
provenance

DISCRIMINATORS
IntegriData® - capturing,
transferring and receiving
data of eNVD’s across the
livestock value chain
Digital Geo-String – which
enables Aglive to turn
existing industry data points
into clear, concise,
actionable information
Open architecture data
warehouse and can share
data with other systems via
web services, API, or
import/export CSV wizards
etc.
Scalable to enable varied
industries and multiple
industry verticals (e.g.)
A disruptive & industry
enabling technology
A platform that employs
block-chain attributes
providing traceability,
biosecurity, food safety and
livestock management.
Patent pending
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KEY CUSTOMERS QUALITY
APPROVALS &
Farmers/Producers
AWARDS
Livestock Transporters
Feedlots
Livestock Agents &
Saleyards

2015 CBA Agriculture
Innovation Award
2014 Telstra
Advanced Technology
Award

Meat Processors
2014 ICT Industry RFID
Invention Award

KEY PARTNERS
Meat & Livestock
Australia (MLA)
SAFEMEAT

2014 NAB
Agribusiness
Innovation Award

CONTACT DETAILS
1300 893 531
sales@aglive.com

Airtopia by iCONNECTbms
CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

KEY CUSTOMERS

Airtopia is a
technologically advanced
monitoring, notification
and scheduling system for
controlling split system air
conditioning.

Airtopia disruptively
advances the control of
air conditioners; adding
hitherto unavailable
capability for installers
and users alike.

Residential and
Commercial Building
Automation Integrators
(presently selling into 17
countries)

Airtopia delivers optimum
air comfort, significant
energy savings, and asset
protection all year round.

Installation requires no IR
code learning. What once
took 8 hours now takes
less than 10 minutes.

Hotels and Motels

Airtopia fully mimics
remote controllers and
permits access and
control via smart devices
to any number of devices
from anywhere in the
world.

Airtopia is compatible
with all IR split system air
conditioning unit brands.
It intuitively adapts to a
wide range of remote
commands. It uses
advanced notification,
monitoring, scheduling to
ensure desired air
temperature at all times.

Airtopia’s intuitive,
historical and predictive
algorithms are designed
for lifestyle, energy
management, and
advanced statistical
Reporting of any device
with an Airtopia
controller.

The Airtopia Application
Program Interface (API)
provides a simple open
platform for any third
party automation
manufacture to integrate
with the Airtopia
products.
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Aged Care Facilities

Hospitality
Education
Data Comms Rooms
Offices and Retail
Government Bodies
Council Facilities
Air Conditioner Installers

KEY PARTNERS
Schneider Electric
Crestron
Control4
Push Control
Clipsal CBUS

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Certificate of Compliance
EN 55022 and AS/NZS
CISPR 22
Report No. M140709
R & D grants totalling
$175,000
IP and TM protected.

CONTACT DETAILS
Dominic Cannalonga
+61 419 333 018
Ron Ellis
+61 417 883 880
info@airtopia.com
www.airtopia.com
Level 2, 75 River Street
Richmond VIC 3121
Australia
Office +61 3 9018 7899

Aquamation
CAPABILITIES
Developing new human
body disposal technology
that dramatically reduces
toxic, carcinogenic,
pollution created by
existing systems.
Successful trials, about to
go fully commercial.
An Australian Made
product.
Aquamation promises
considerable returns on
capital investment.

DISCRIMINATORS

KEY CUSTOMERS

Aquamation uses only 510% of the energy of
cremation.

Funeral Directors

Demonstrated reduction
in toxic pollution
including mercury and
the carcinogenic
chemicals used in
embalming.

Crematorium

High level of public
interest and excellent
market research
indicators.

Cemeteries
We have recently been
approved for $300,000
R&D Tax Incentives,
otherwise we have been
entirely self-funded.
Semi Finalist in Australian
Technology Competition
2016

KEY PARTNERS

A very high level of
interest internationally in
Aquamation.

Contracts in place with
funeral directors and
cemeteries.

Aquamation is approved
by the major religions and
is acceptable in most
religious traditions.

Distribution agreement in
the USA
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

CONTACT DETAILS
John Humphries
0438 318 802
john@aquamation.com.au

Axis Energy Group

CAPABILITIES
Provides viable
commercial volume power
to grid-connected and offgrid energy users
Is a clean and reliable
source of energy that
provides customers with
certainty of energy costs
Produces energy even in
turbulent flows and low
wind velocity sites,
allowing for massive
distributed power uptake
Smooths out costly power
spikes associated with
traditional energy supply
by electricity grids
Combines with solar and
energy storage to provide
hybrid power solutions
Has application in marine
energy and offshore wind
energy extraction

DISCRIMINATORS
Patented and innovative
technology that is
uniquely suited to the
built environment where
it operates efficiently,
safely, silently and blends
in architecturally
Provides compelling
economics by being the
lowest cost commercial
quality turbine and
providing customers with
up to 335% returns
Turbines are massproduced modular and
stackable units, allowing
for minimal installation
costs, limited downtime
and quick and easy
replacement if a unit fails
Turbines can be ducted
which increases power
output by up to 5 times
Produces up to 18 times
more power than a solar
installation of the same
footprint
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Entertainment venues,
hotel chains (e.g.
SeaWorld Australia &
Village Roadshow)
Global industrial &
commercial enterprises
(e.g. Sharikah Fanniyah
Omaniyah, Oman)

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Advance Queensland Ignite
Fund recipient
Semi Finalist in Australian
Technology Competition
2016

High-rise residential
Off-grid energy users
including remote/rural
industrial and commercial
enterprises, island resorts
and communities, mining,
defence, commercial ships

KEY PARTNERS
Athenta (UK)
University of Queensland
Bond University
Worley Parsons, SLR
Consulting
DIAB Group / CCG
Composites

CONTACT DETAILS
Peter Kittel
Executive Director
+61 488 764 724
peter.kittel@axisenergy.com.au
45 Nerang Street
Southport 4215 QLD

Conflux Technology

CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

Design Engineering for
Additive Manufacturing

International design
patent

Supply of Metal Additive
Manufactured goods

Founders’ 12 year
experience in Additive
Manufacturing.

Innovations in functional
applications of Additive
Manufacturing

Advancement in Heat
Exchanger technologies
utilising Additive
Manufacturing

KEY CUSTOMERS
Ongoing enquiry from
multiple potential
customers from
Automotive, Aerospace,
Chemical Processing &
Data Centre cooling
markets

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Supply chain certified to
ISO 9001:2008
In certification process for
AS9100

Backing of world leading
supplier of metal Additive
Manufacturing Printing
Machines

Founders relationships
directly into early entry
segments

Advanced simulations of
thermos-fluidics utilising
Computational Fluid
Dynamic modelling

KEY PARTNERS
EOS Gmbh
CSIRO
Deakin University
Amaero Pty Ltd
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CONTACT DETAILS
Michael Fuller
+61400 205 511
michael.fuller@confluxtechnology.com

Conveyor Manufacturers Australia

CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

Engineering and design of
innovative solutions in the
mining and construction
industries

REDLINE Conveyor
system; CMA’s Flagship
product

Partnerships with multiple
world-class manufacturing
facilities

Patented rapid
installation conveyor
system

Manufacturing and
distribution networks
throughout Australia and
China.

KEY CUSTOMERS
CMA is currently in
discussions with multiple
end users of the REDLINE
Conveyor system and
potential distributers
throughout Australia and
Asia.

Patented installation and
recovery process for
installing and removing
conveyor structure
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ISO 9001
ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001

KEY PARTNERS
Patented “Roll-Over”
replacement idler system

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Equipment Resource
Group
China Coal Engineering
and Technology Group
(CCTEG)

CONTACT DETAILS
Chris Martin
0427 455 227
chrismartin@equipmentresourcegroup.co

Core Resources

CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

The Toowong Process is a
novel technology enabling
the removal of toxic
contaminants from
mineral concentrates
produced by mines.

The Toowong Process
addresses a profound
global environmental
problem for which there
are currently no widely
used solutions.

It fixes the contaminants
in an environmentally
stable form.

Globally, mines’
contaminant levels are
rising while there are
increasing constraints on
shipping mineral products
with elevated
contaminants.

The core innovation is a
newly developed chemical
process that leaches
contaminants from
specific mineral species.
The chemistry achieves
very effective
contaminant removal with
minimal use of expensive
reagents.
The Technology is a fully
integrated, hygienic,
continuous process.
The extracted
contaminants are
disposed of in an
environmentally stable
and sustainable manner.

The Toowong Process is a
novel technology for
cleaning-up mineral
products. No alternative
cost-effective solutions
are yet established to
address this issue. The
technology will enable
mining operations to
remove contaminants to
dispose of them in an
environmentally
sustainable manner, and
then ship the products in
a clean form.
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Mining companies with
base metals projects
where sale of products is
significantly
compromised (or
impossible) due to
elevated contaminants
Mining companies with
gold-antimony projects
where use of the
technology will enable
the antimony co-product
to be recovered and
valorised

KEY PARTNERS
Core currently works
with a range of wellregarded engineering
partners for the delivery
of mineral processing
projects.
As part of the Toowong
project, Core is forming
a Project Delivery
Partnership with a tierone engineering group
to support delivery of
the Toowong Process.

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
In April 2016, Core was
awarded a ~$1 million
“Accelerating
Commercialisation” grant
from the Australian
Commonwealth
Government for the
commercialisation of the
Toowong Process.
Core was an “Australian
Innovation Challenge” 2015
finalist for its development
of the Toowong Process.

CONTACT DETAILS
Jonathan Loraine,
Core Group,
PO Box 127,
Albion DC, Qld 4010.
jloraine@coreresources.com.au
+61 419 643 200

Cortical Dynamics BAR MONITOR SYSTEM – Depth of Anaesthesia System
CAPABILITIES
Developer and marketer of
BAR Monitor, a paradigm
busting next generation
brain function monitor
Strong Patent position – 5
patent families with 22
applications - 19 currently
granted
TGA & CE Mark Approved,
enabling Cortical to earn an
ongoing revenue stream
Cutting edge research and
development capabilities
into the genesis of brain
electrical activity which will
enable development of
ground breaking medical
devices
Experienced team of
professionals including
neuroscientists, physicians,
electrical engineers and
business developers, with
strong capabilities

DISCRIMINATORS
Only EEG based depth of
anaesthesia monitor to
differentiate hypnotic (level of
consciousness) and analgesic
(pain relief) components of
anaesthesia
BAR Monitor can detect a
larger range of sedative and
anaesthetic agents which
other depth of anaesthesia
monitors cannot detect
Produces a reading with a 2second delay, against around
30 seconds for leading
industry competitor
Reduces risk of waking or
recall during the surgical
procedure
Reduced risk of receiving too
high a dose of anaesthetic
agent which may lead to
severe post-operative
complications
Reduces risk of litigation due
to patients experiencing
awareness and discomfort
during surgery
Only model with algorithms
based on a model of brain
electrical activity derived from
physiological principals
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Hospitals
Anaesthetists
Clinical Research Labs

KEY PARTNERS
Swinburne University of
Technology
St. Vincent’s Hospital
Melbourne (clinical trial of
BAR Monitor)
University Medical Centre
Groningen (co-authored
publications on BAR
Monitor)
Device Technologies
Australia

Quality Approvals
& Awards
2004 – National Finalist in
the Sensis Business Ideas
Competition
2004 – Dept of Comms,
Information Technology &
Arts $30,000 funding
received, to develop Proof of
Concept device.

2007 – NHMRC Development
Grant – Commercial Testing
of physiologically based
theory of oscillatory brain
electrical activity in
anaesthesia monitoring
2011 Australian Innovation
Challenge finalist
2012- ARC Linkage GrantModel-based estimation
methods for improved
classification of
electroencephalographic
data: application to
monitoring depth of
anaesthesia
2015 ISO 13485 certified
2015 TGA approval received
2016 CE Mark Approval
received

CONTACT DETAILS
David Breeze
Chairman
1800 989 599
david@corticaldynamics.com

CryptoPhoto.com Pty. Ltd.

CAPABILITIES
Fast, easy, secure logins
Our tech makes the internet
safe for everyday users, and
makes it a lot faster and easier
to get things done… safely!
Block Phishing
Neutralize Malware
Phishing and Malware cause
more than 90% of all internet
security break-ins!
We block both.
Call-Centre & in-person
instant customer
identification (with nonrepudiation)
Transaction Digital
Signatures with Nonrepudiation
We protect customers against
evil fraudsters, and we also
protect our users against
possible fraudulent customers
as well. Always: fast and easy.

DISCRIMINATORS
Fast and Easy:Nothing is more
important to security! If
it’s slow or hard, nobody
wants to (or can) use it.
Significantly stronger
security than any
competing product.
Enormously broad threatprotection coverage.
Mutual Authentication;
nobody else has a working
solution to this.
Patent Granted (2012 –
priority date 2007) and
other patents pending.
Easy to get started for
users. Easy to deploy for
businesses.
Strong protection suitable
for everyday people,
including unmotivated
and unsophisticated
users.

KEY CUSTOMERS
Banking (presently with
tech deployed in proof-ofconcept stage with “big 4”
bank)
Government (DTO, QGov,
etc)
Online hosting and cloud
(Internet.bs, Nephoscale,
etc)
Social, e-commerce, etc:
everything that has a
password can be safer,
faster, and easier with
CryptoPhoto.

KEY PARTNERS
TATA Consultancy
Services
Several Australian banks
(confidential)
Microsoft Ventures
Several cloud platforms
(confidential)
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
TCS Co-Innovation winner
(current)
Microsoft Ventures 2015
Alumni
The-Australian Innovation
Challenge 2012
2015 iAwards; FinancialCategory National Winner
NIST SP800 compliance

CONTACT DETAILS
Chris Drake
PO Box 988, Noosa Heads,
QLD, 4567
Ph. 0414505452

Cubic QED

CAPABILITIES
Uses CO2 to transform
desalination reject water
to make commercial
minerals and uses one to
chemically separate
thorium from flyash and
rare earths for a vertically
integrated zero emission
energy system to power
desalination.
Reduces CO2 of coal or
gas base load power and
makes desal carbon
neutral. Extends life of
coal / gas power lowering
peak coal Institutional
investor losses.

DISCRIMINATORS
No other desalination
technology cuts energy by
1/3 and reduces desal
plant payback period by
1/3 through sale of
commercial by products
No other RO desalination
process extracts minerals
from its 50% waste
stream and doubles
output of water without
huge energy penalty
No other RO desalination
process creates multiple
revenues by carbonated
minerals of Ca,Mg, Na, K,
and potentially Li

Commercial minerals
enable early payback of
plant, lowers cost of
energy and increases
yield of lower cost RO
desalinated water.

No other desalination
process produces by
products of Ca & Mg to
make a proprietary mg
metal process

Creates low cost Mg metal
process, substituting
imports. Develops new
flyash products & cleans
up U and Th ash sites

No other process creates
neutral CO2 emission for
SWRO Desalination using
mineral carbonation of
CO2
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Power & Water Utilities
Chinese Government
water & energy 5 year
plan
Improved economics for
Magnesium metal
producers in China
Irrigators / horticulture/
commercial scale
aquaponics, land
reclamation in China
Building materials from
flyash for brick and
cement, pozzolinic
building materials
technology & soil
improvement projects in
China

KEY PARTNERS
UNSW Tyree Energy Unit
China Innovation Fund
CAE Holdings Ltd (HK)
UNSW / Cubic J/V

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Two ICT Patents for
mineral removal and for
treated water reuse for
algal biomass products
Federal Govt grant for the
process design and NSW
State Govt grant for water
reuse scheme
Third Party Independent
review confirmed process
sits within economic
global cost curve for Mg
metal

CONTACT DETAILS
www.cubicqed.com
M: 0407 493 253
CEO: David McMurran

Elexon Mining

CAPABILITIES
Innovative Geotechnical
In-ground monitoring
system.

Wireless in-ground
monitoring

DISCRIMINATORS
Complementing
traditional geotechnical
monitoring systems
Video link:
https://youtu.be/EGHfcRP-Vf8

KEY CUSTOMERS
Rio Tinto

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Newcrest Mining
Codelco

ISO 9001

Glencore
BHP Billiton

Cave Back and Flow
Monitoring

Sublevel Caving Drill and
Blast Improvement

KEY PARTNERS

In-house development
and manufacturing of
monitoring systems

CRC Mining
CSIRO
University of Chile
Rio Tinto
Newcrest Mining
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CONTACT DETAILS
Simon Steffen
Simon.steffen@elexonmining.com

07 3205 8450
www.elexonmining.com

Fulcrum 3D

CAPABILITIES
Innovative Australian
technology company that
provides state of the art
products and support to
the renewable energy
industry
Developed and
commercialized a range
of technologies to
measure weather and
environmental
parameters crucial to the
different fields of the
renewable energy
industry

Figure 1 – Fulcrum 3D Remote sensing

Fi
gure 2 – Fulcrum 3D CloudCAM

This includes the
development and sale of
the Fulcrum 3D logger for
remote sensing, Fulcrum
3D Sodar which measures
wind speed and direction
with sound pulses and
the Fulcrum 3D
CloudCAM which predicts
cloud movement and
solar plant output

DISCRIMINATORS KEY CUSTOMERS
Australian owned and
operated

Unique technologies
developed within
Fulcrum 3D’s R&D team

Wind energy developers
and operators
Solar energy developers
and operators
Metrological utilities
Electrical utilities

Award winning customer
service and first class ongoing support

KEY PARTNERS
All products are
supported by a cloudbased management
system that allows
customers easy on-line
access to data

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Clean Energy Council
innovation award finalist
2016
Australian Technologies
Competition semifinalist
2015, 2016

CONTACT DETAILS

Epuron Pty Ltd
Australian Renewable
Energy Agency

Paul Copestake
p.copestake@fulcrum3d.com
(02) 8456 7400
Matthew Willmott
m.willmott@fulcrum3d.com
0424 424 418

Figure 3 – Fulcrum 3D Sodar
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Gamechanger Technologies

CAPABILITIES
Reduce fuel
consumption in fixed
wing aircraft by a
conservatively
estimated 11%.
Reduce fuel
consumption in
Marinecraft by 40%.
Reduce fuel
consumption in
Rotorcraft (Helicopters)
estimated at 6%.
Reduce corresponding
emissions to meet
statutory requirements.
Increase energy
production by 20% over
conventional Wind
Turbines.

DISCRIMINATORS
VForce® technology
patented in the United
States, China, Japan,
Russia and Australia.
Examination continuing in
the European Union,
Brazil, Canada and India.

KEY CUSTOMERS
Sikorsky/Lockheed Martin
(in discussions)
Brumby Aircraft
(in evaluation)

Sikorsky (3rd) Entrepreneurial
Challenge Award.

AVIC China
(in evaluation)

References from Aerospace
and Patent professionals

Award winning.
There is no known
technology that provides
the fuel saving and
energy generation
benefits that VForce®
technology can.
The competition not
using VForce® technology
will be at a financial
disadvantage due to
additional operating and
environmental costs.
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

KEY PARTNERS
Brumby Aircraft Australia
Pty Ltd and joint venture
partner the China
Aviation Industry
Corporation (AVIC).

CONTACT DETAILS
Gamechanger Technologies Pty Ltd
Suite 105
Royal Domain Corporate
370 St Kilda Road, Melbourne
Victoria 3004, Australia
john@gamechangertechnologies.com.au

Phone: +61 (0) 451 826199

Sikorsky/Lockheed
Martin currently in
discussion.

Greenland Systems – Industrial & Commercial Solar Thermal Specialists

CAPABILITIES
Manufacturer and Project
Developer of Advanced
Evacuated Tube Solar
Thermal Systems for
Industrial and Commercial
applications
Key technology provides
efficient thermal energy
delivery, for applications
to 200 degrees C
Technology is designed to
be used in large scale
fields
(100KW to 10’s of MW’s)
Internal core capability for
project scoping, energy
balance, load profiling,
system concept and
performance modelling

DISCRIMINATORS KEY CUSTOMERS
Highest efficiency nonconcentrating solar
thermal collector
commercially available
globally
Benefits of nonconcentration means
system works effectively
under cloudy conditions,
while avoiding
mechanical complexity
Extraordinarily robust,
simple, maintenance
free with very low O&M
designed for use within
industrial systems.
Designed for site zerodowntime

Relationships with Tier 1
Engineering consultancies
for detailed system design
& bespoke integration
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Food, Dairy & Meat
Processing and fruit
drying Industry
Alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverage
Industry
Commercial facilities
(e.g. aged care, hospitals,
large buildings, university
campuses etc.)
Minerals drying and
processing industry using
steam systems
(enhanced oil recovery,
copper electrowinning,
bauxite digestion and
alumina refining, shale
and carbonates drying
process)

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Certified for all relevant
Australian and European
Standards
Certified by Solar Keymark,
iZes, DIN CertCo & Global
Mark
Patented “Heat Shield”
technology

CONTACT DETAILS
Andrew Pintar
Corporate Development Manager
Andrew@greenlandsystems.com.au
0416 389 491
www.greenlandsystems.com.au

Heat Trap Solar

CAPABILITIES
Design, manufacture,
supply and on-site
commissioning of Chillers
for emergency eye/face
wash and deluge shower
stations
Design, manufacture and
supply of Chillers for cool
water supply to domestic
and commercial
applications in hot
environments
Renewable Energy
system design expertise
for residential and
commercial applications.
Manufacture, supply and
installation of Hybrid Solar
and heat Pump Systems
throughout Australia
“Heat Smart” Solar Hot
water systems controller
hardware, firmware and
software design

DISCRIMINATORS
An International patent
cover has been applied for
emergency safety shower
chiller

KEY CUSTOMERS
RIO Tinto
FMG
BHP

Emergency safety shower
chiller is the first to
market

Mining companies
Oil and Gas companies

Chillers especially suited
for retro fitting into
existing industrial
applications
Ongoing supplier of
chillers to RIO TINTO, the
recognised leader in
mining technology and
quality standards
Only hot water heater
supplier combining solar
thermal and heat pump
boost
Most energy efficient hot
water heater
West Australian made
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Middle East Industries
Households seeking most
energy efficient hot water
heater

KEY PARTNERS
RIO Tinto
Galvins
TIS Engineering
Reece
Clean Energy Regulator

Watermark Certificate
WMKA22242 AS3498
OCEANMARK Certificate
OMK22242 AS/NZ 2712
CER IAPMO Registration
Semi-finalist ATC 2015
Energy Saving Product of
the year 2013

CONTACT DETAILS
Ashley Challenor
ashley.challenor@heattrap.com.au
+61 8 9242 8777
+61 (0) 402 838 321

HMS Group of Companies Australia

CAPABILITIES
Remote control
integration incorporating
electrical, hydraulic &
mechanical
modifications.
Specialised machinery
design and development;
concept through to
manufacture, integration
and commissioning.
3D Computer Assisted
Design (CAD) utilising
AutocAD Inventor.
High quality fabrication
facility incorporating
small repairs workshop.
Plant documentation
design and development.
Personnel training &
development:
First Aid;
Fork Lift;
Aged Care;
Health / Business
Admin;
RSA / RCG etc.

DISCRIMINATORS
100% Australian Owned
and Operated; supporting
local industry and local
people.
Superior quality in design
and manufacture;
providing ease of
maintenance, efficient use
and durable equipment
solutions.
Founder has 25+ years
direct mining experience
across multiple major
original equipment
manufacturers (OEM’s).
Established supplier
network harnessing local
as well as international
industry expertise.
Flatter management
structure enabling
dynamic strategic
response to evolving
industry problems.
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Lafarge Holcim

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

AGL Energy
Toro Australia
Ausdecom

KEY PARTNERS

NSW Mining Suppliers
Award (2013)
Hunter Manufacturing
Award (2014)
Best New Product Award
(Diesel, Dirt & Turf, 2016)

Southcott Hydraulics
Hetronic Australia

CONTACT DETAILS
HMS Group HQ

R&D Technology

64 Munibung Road,
Cardiff, NSW 2285

Dave’s Paint & Panel
+61 2 4950 6488

Imunexus

CAPABILITIES
Imunexus promises
exceptional growth potential
in the quickly expanding and
lucrative fields of bispecifics,
immune-oncology and
biobetters.
Imunexus has unique
patented technology
(ImunexinsTM) that converts
existing antibodies into
bispecific biobetter versions
that overcome key
limitations of the original
antibody drugs by making
them better equipped at
killing cancer cells by
enhancing the way they
engage the body’s own
immune system (immuneoncology).
The Company’s unique
technology platform leads to
de-risked, cheaper and faster
antibody drug development
as products are based on
well validated or existing
commercial antibody drugs
that are quickly and simply
converted into bispecific
biobetter versions.

DISCRIMINATORS
Imunexus’ bispecific
technology is modular in
nature with retrofitting
capability that allows an
unprecedented level of
flexibility for generating
bispecifics from existing
antibodies.
Imunexus’ product
development pipeline is not
limited by traditional drug
discovery. A vast number of
existing antibodies are
available for conversion into
bispecifics. Multiple products
can be developed in parallel,
increasing company value
with each product.
Only a handful of companies
Worldwide can make
bispecifics based on whole
antibodies. Many alternative
technologies have significant
limitations, including
performance limitations.
Imunexus has overcome
these limitations and offers a
high performance, plug-andplay platform that is faster,
cheaper, and less risky.
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Deals on bispecifics have
made in excess of US$9
billion over the last few
years with many bispecific
technology platform
companies and drug assets
already acquired by pharma;
the technologies and
bispecific drug products
fetching premium prices.
Currently Imunexus has
three pipeline products in
development. These are
biobetter bispecific versions
of whole antibodies fused to
Imunexins that recruit the
immune system.
Disease indications being
targeted include lung cancer,
melanoma, certain solid
tumours, leukaemia and
lymphoma.
These products are based on
commercially successful
antibody drugs whose
patents are expiring and
where the efficacy of the
original antibody drug can be
improved by enhancing
immune system
engagement.

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
World-wide technology
innovation competition by
the Chinese Government
Imunexus ranked equal 2nd
out of ~1000 global
applicants from USA, AUS,
NZ, EU, UK, JPN, ISR.
-$75,000 prize money
Independent Due Diligence
by eXec Factor: Excerpts
from the report:
“with the correct strategies in
place, rapid uplifts in valuation
are possible, given the
applicability and robustness of
the technology at hand”

Expert evaluation of
Company’s Intellectual
Property (IP) assets by
Pharma Ventures:
“a conservative valuation of the
current Imunexus IP within the
range of AU$85M to AU$107M”

CONTACT DETAILS
George Kopsidas
Phone: +61 404875404
george.kopsidas@imunexus.com
www.imunexus.com

Independent Products – embedded energy productivity

CAPABILITIES
Product Development
ERK is an aftermarket intercooler installed onto any big
brand HVAC, from small split
system to large industrial
scale chiller

Sales
Direct large B2B, Gov.
Distributors and Affiliates
covering Qld, NSW, South
Australia, WA, Vic

Operational (partially
outsourced)

DISCRIMINATORS
Unique, patented
(pending) technology
Up to 55% energy saving
Up to 4.5 deg cooler air
Av. 30% less Co2
emissions
No electronics or moving
parts
Reduces peak demand
Extends life of HVAC
Simple, quick install
Case Studies
MEPs validation tested
Energy saving
calculator/business case
Consulting report
Money back warranty
Customer Journey
Brand
Installer training, IT
enablers / tools
Distributor training, IT
tools

Manufacturing
(outsourced, highly
scalable capacity)

Watermark certification
Local responsiveness
Australian made

Financing

Customer financing (B2B
and B2C)
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KEY CUSTOMERS
BHP (BMC, Qld)
University of Western
Sydney, NSW
Top 3 National Energy
Retailer (under NDA –
trial/pilot sites), Vic & Qld
Cypher Building Energy
Experts, Qld
Light Factory, South
Australia
Australian living, NSW

KEY PARTNERS
Top 3 National Energy
Retailer (under NDA –
exclusive energy retail
distributor)
Trinity (manufacturer,
Watermark certification)
Cypher Building Energy
Experts
Financial 88GreenVentures, ACAC
Innovation

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Watermark quality
certification (pending)
Global Impact Award,
2nd University Western
Sydney, 2015
Winner Engineers
Australia, Sir George
Julius Award 2015
Australian
Technology Competition,
semi-finalist 2015
Winner Consensus
Innovation Award 2014
Winner NASSCOM
Australia Innovation
Award 2013

CONTACT DETAILS
Steve Heaton, CEO
sheaton@independentproducts.com.au

M: 0402 852 623

Long Pipes - the Fluid Highway™

CAPABILITIES
Made on site
continuously:
No Joints: The Fluid
Highway is “spliced
together” in the field
without a joint
Strongest: on strength to
weight basis; our pipes
are the highest pressure
rating, composite, pipes
known
Lightest: 75% less weight
than steel or HDPE in
most applications;80- 90%
weight saving in larger
diameter HDPE
Fastest to install:
production rate 5-10 X
faster than HDPE or steel
Corrosion and erosion
resistant: The Fluid
Highway is made with:
thermoplastic inner
liner/fibre
reinforcements/PVC outer
casing. The Fluid Highway
is like a hydraulic hose
protected on the inside by
the rubber liner and the
outside by the PVC casing.

DISCRIMINATORS
Made on site: 10-20:1
logistics saving
No Joints: Joints are
where pipes fail/leak
Low labour/km in field
10-20/1 labour saving
Light: We can transport
the materials or short
sections of pipe for
delivery by helicopter
Corrosion and erosion
resistance: Absolute
advantages in; slurry,
tailings, brine, sour gas,
geo thermal, hydrogen
transport, CO2 Geo
Sequestration etc.
Lowest CAP EX: in many
pipe sizes and pressure
ratings we are highly
competitive; in large HDPE
60% less cost
Lowest OP Ex: lifetime
costs: energy saving
maintenance and life are
predicted to be much
lower than steel or HDPE
Lowest CO2 and
Environmental Impact:
lowest installed CO2
lowest methane leaks
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Coal Seam Gas
Conventional Gas
Oil
Mining
Agribusiness
Water
Waste water
Geo-thermal
US$10-12B/yr

KEY PARTNERS
Our Customers
BASF for thermoplastics
for liner
Raven Industries blown
film
SAERTEX for weaving the
reinforcements, glass,
carbon, basalt
Zolteck for carbon fibre
supply
Swancor for resin supply
Advanced Composite
Structures Australia (ACS)
for certification to
API RP 15S Standards

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Woodside WA Innovator
of The Year
Working towards API
certification for gas, brine
and oil
ISO 9001 in process

CONTACT DETAILS
Neil Graham
Co-Founder Director
Long Pipes Pty Ltd
T:+(61) 8 9455 6911
M:+(61) (0) 427428868
ngraham@longpipes.com.au

MAKO Turbines
CAPABILITIES

Tank Testing at Australian Maritime College
in Tasmania

Cutaway of initial MAKO turbine showing
direct drive generator

Design
Our in-house team utilise
a software suite and the
massive processing power
of cloud-based
processing, to design,
simulate and optimise the
MAKO.
Fabrication
MTPL has invested in
high-precision CNC
fabrication equipment
(robot, lathe, 3D printers)
to allow all non-standard
components to be made
in-house.
Business Development
The MAKO turbine is
ideally suited to Asian
customers so we have
established business
development hubs in
Singapore and Tokyo
staffed by locals.
Market Insight
MAKO targets massive
untapped potential in
slow flowing sites based
on 7 years market insight,
engineering effort and
customer feedback.

DISCRIMINATORS
Superior Design:
Shorter blades than
competitors and only one
moving part for lower
maintenance.
Patented bulb design
accelerates flow past
blades improving
efficiency (Cp).
Shipping & Installation:
Largest turbines still fit
into shipping container
for transport to site.
Assembly & retrieval
without specialist lifting
equipment.
Low Speed Flows:
Designed to be costeffective in low flow sites
- 95% of the world’s tidal
locations.
Reduce competition for
sites and offer unique
WiFi /Satellite Comms:
Incorporates low cost
onboard controls and
communication suite
based on IoT (internet of
things) platform for
maintenance warnings
and automated billing.

MAKO turbine and test rig being launched for
endurance testing
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Small MAKO turbines (0.5
to 2.5kW)
Canal operators to
harness untapped
resource for local use.
Homeowners or farmers
in suitable sites to enable
full grid-independence
Mid-size MAKO turbines
(50-300kW)
Remote industry or
tourism facilities now
relying on expensive
diesel generators –
particularly in SE Asia and
the Pacific.
For very large MAKO
turbines (>1MW)
Utility companies or tidal
site developers.
Tidal locations can
contribute to central grid
in large arrays. Ocean
streams & currents can
provide baseload
renewable power.

At any scale, the MAKO
promotes energy security &
empowers communities

KEY PARTNERS
Australian Maritime
College within the
University of Tasmania
Collaborative Research
focussed on improving
efficiency of MAKO
design and reducing the
cost of deploying
turbines.

CONTACT DETAILS
Douglas Hunt
Managing Director
Douglas.Hunt@MAKO.Energy

Corporate: Level 12,
95 Pitt Street
Sydney NSW 2000
+61 (0)2 8249 8333
Engineering: Unit 2, 26A
Ralph St. Alexandria NSW
Pilot Plant: Tamar River,
near Launceston TAS

Medical Safety Systems

CAPABILITIES

David Gahan - Head of Business
Development & Operations

Sean Riminton
Director/Co-founder

Stephen Reddel
Director/Co-founder

Effective Medical
Solutions: developing
medical systems that
ensure the safe delivery
of life-saving complex
and sophisticated
medicines.
Building a Community of
Support: Medical Safety
System/RxMx programs
builds a community of
support around the
patient using webenabled and smart phone
technology.
Engagement and
Adherence: Existing
Medical Safety
Systems/RxMx programs
demonstrate
extraordinary success
rate in engaging patients
and physicians, achieving
risk management plan
(RMP) adherence rates at
levels never previously
seen before.

DISCRIMINATORS
Designed by physicians for
physicians and patients.

KEY CUSTOMERS
Sanofi Genzyme

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Johnson and Johnson
Enhancing the value of
medicines to physicians
and pharmaceutical
companies by creating a
new standard of care for
risk management plan
(RMP) implementation.
Provides lifecycle
management strategies
and generic defence for
pharmaceutical
companies.
Innovative IT solutions to
critical clinical questions
and issues.
Increase drug prescribing
confidence among
healthcare professionals.
Proven patient adherence
and compliance to
medication and
monitoring.
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Biogen

KEY PARTNERS
Converged IT Solutions

CONTACT DETAILS
David Gahan
Head of Business
Development & Operations
M: +61 488 032 247
O: 02 8004 6877
david.gahan@medicalsafetysystems.com.
au
www.medicalsafetysystems.com.au

Validation of clinical trial
platform to FDA standards
Integral part of Lemtrada
Launch submission that
won the Best New
Product/Brand Launch in
PRIME Awards 2015.
Lemtrada being the
finalist for the Innovation
Award in PRIME Awards
2015.

Micronised Mineral Solutions Pty Ltd

CAPABILITIES
Industrial Minerals Specialist
- Manufacturer and supply
of a comprehensive suite of
industrial minerals and
providing services to the gas
& oil, mining and agricultural
sectors of Northern Australia
pH Control and Management
- Whole of service approach
for mine process pH control
treatment, including
manufacture, transport and
treatment hardware.
Engineering and chemical
design - Including product
development, in house and
third party laboratory
testing, engineering and
construction of large scale
water treatment systems.
Soil Stabilisation –
manufacturer and supplier of
reagents for acid sulphate
soils for the civil and mining
industries.
Agricultural Products –
manufacturer and supplier of
agricultural soil treatment
minerals.

DISCRIMINATORS
Patented Technology for
innovative mine process pH
control treatment systems
and chemistry. This
technology provides a fast
and affordable method for
the emptying of acidated
mine pit water for either
rehabilitation or the
recommencement of mining.
Specialised Manufacturing
Equipment including twin
vertical roller mills providing
annual capacity of >100,000
tonnes production infinitely
managed by turbine
classification for careful
particle size management for
exacting product sizes
ranging from 5-250 micron.
Vertically integrated from
mine to product. Modern
purpose built facility with
multiple road train access.
500 tonne silo storage. Road
tankers, ISO and purpose
built tipping containers for
client delivery options.

KEY CUSTOMERS
Vista Gold Australia – Mt
Todd Mine Pit – whole of
service treatment of 10.3
billion litres of acid mine
drainage.
Australian Mud Company
manufacture and supply
drilling grade barite and
vendor services for onshore
oi and gas exploration.
Pacific Aluminium
Provision of contingent
containerised burnt lime and
container discharge
equipment and personnel.
Monadelphous Group Ltd –
manufacture and supply of
reagent for gas pipeline
trench for Inpex Site.

KEY PARTNERS
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Accelerating
Commercialisation Grant
2016
Short Listed Australian
Technologies Competition

CONTACT DETAILS
Phone: 08 8947 1872
Web:
micronisedminerals.com.au
Email:
admin@micronisedminerals.com

National Lime Association
Chememan Company Ltd
Australian Heavy Logistics

Exclusive international
supply contracts

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Toll Global Forwarding

Ozius Spatial

CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

Experts at fusing
environmental science
and spatial technology.

Over a decade of
published scientific
research in the field.

We combine industryleading spatial technology
with machine learning to
help our clients decrease
costs and improve
operational efficiency of
environmental monitoring
and land management
practices.

We replace time
consuming and subjective
manual techniques with
automation and machine
learning to improve
efficiency and
consistency.

Our analytics can
consume your own
corporate data to improve
accuracy and precision to
meet your business needs.

Our in depth knowledge
of Environmental Science,
Environmental Planning
and Development,
provides real world
practical insight.
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KEY CUSTOMERS
Queensland Government
New South Wales
Government
Mining
Power Utility

KEY PARTNERS
We have access to the
world’s best satellite
imagery.

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
Planning Institute of
Australia – National
Award for Planning
Practice Improvement
(Partnership with Logan
City Council and Parsons
Brinckerhoff)

CONTACT DETAILS
Alisa Starkey
Founder - Director
M +61 414 984 684
E. alisa.starkey@ozius.com.au

Reservoir Rock Technologies
Water flooding in rock matrix for oil recovery (redgrain, yellow - oil, blue-brine or salt water)

CAPABILITIES
Make confident,
effortless oil and gas
reservoir decisions by
capturing reservoir rock
fluid displacement to the
tiniest detail.

Water flooding in rock matrix for oil recovery (redgrain, yellow - oil, blue-brine or salt water)

Improve your well
placement and
management, achieve
better recovery rates,
faster and for less.

DISCRIMINATORS
Minerals, Detailed

Oil and Gas production

Accurate and Super Fast

Mining

Confident, Effortless

Oil and Gas, Mining
Service companies

Non-destructive, works on
broken samples.

I.

Before water flooding

II. After water flooding

Biology, Construction,
Materials companies

Better recovery rates,
faster for less

Effortless, accurate,
super-fast, nondestructive analysis. Can
use drill-cuttings side
walls and unconsolidated
sands.
3D Mineral Mapped water flooding oil recovery example(gray-oil, blue-brine or salt water, others
are minerals).

KEY CUSTOMERS

KEY PARTNERS
Woodside
AusIndustry

Porosity, poreconnectivity, pore
geometry, micro-porosity,
z-profile, radial-profile,
mineral identification,
fluid distribution, fluid
displacement distribution,
fluid mineral contact area,
changes.
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
WA IOTY 2015 Woodside
Oil and Gas
Encouragement Award
Finalist
WA IOTY 2016 Emerging
Category Semi Finalist
WA IOTY 2016 Woodside
Oil and Gas
Encouragement Award
Finalist- in progress

CONTACT DETAILS
Farlin Mohideen
ICWA EU3 9 De Laeter way
Bentley, WA
farlin.mohideen@reservoirroc
ktechnologies.com
+61414419576

Strata Control Technology
CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

Strata Control Technology (SCT)
are rock engineering consultants
delivering practical solutions to
the underground mining and civil
industries.

SCT has Australian and
International recognition for
engineering excellence. We
deliver innovative, safe and cost
effective solutions.

We undertake complex field
investigations using our in-house
instrumentation and
measurement expertise.

We link field measurement,
analysis, ground simulation and
design outcomes. This ensures
all work is relevant to the site.

Based on a thorough
understanding of the ground
conditions, we simulate the likely
ground response to design
excavations that manage
geotechnical risk.

We conduct 3D stress
measurements in exploration
boreholes to depths of greater
than 400m. We use our own in
house gear to do this.

SCT provide geotechnical services
at every stage of the project cycle
from concept to mine closure.
Our team of engineers, geologists
and field technicians have strong
operational and hands-on skills
based on many years of practical
application.
We maintain strong professional
development and accreditation
programs for our staff. SCT
actively conduct research
through industry (ACARP) and
transfer this to our consulting
work.

We invest heavily in developing
numerical simulation capability in
conjunction with Itasca (USA).
We support this with highly
qualified modellers and
computing hardware.
We invest heavily in research and
development.
We design, manufacture and
distribute a range of geotechnical
instrumentation to measure
ground displacement, rock stress,
support loads, seismicity,
groundwater and reservoir
response.
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KEY CUSTOMERS
BHP Billiton

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Glencore
Rio Tinto
Anglo American Australia

Futers Medal 1992
Australian Coal
Association Excellence in
Research Award 1998

South32
Yancoal Australia Ltd
Peabody Energy Australia

KEY PARTNERS

CSIRO Medal for Research
Achievement 2001
Syd Peng Ground Control
in Mining Award 2007
Illawarra Coal HSEC
Excellence Award 2013

ACARP
Itasca

CONTACT DETAILS

CSIRO Energy

SCT Operations Pty Ltd
www.sct.gs
Ph +61 2 4222 2777

Holville Pty Ltd
Strata Testing Services
University of Wollongong
University of New South
Wales

Secure Code Warrior

CAPABILITIES
Continuous learning and
In-depth, 100% hands-on
asynchronous training for
developers on critical
software security
vulnerabilities
Assessment of security
capability of (overseas)
software suppliers
Measuring, monitoring
and benchmarking of
individual developers,
teams, organisations,
regions and industries on
secure software coding
skills
Enables Agile/DevOps
practices and increases
trust in secure coding
skills of developers
Reduces the likelihood of
data-breaches and
reduces overall cost of
fixing software security
bugs

DISCRIMINATORS

KEY CUSTOMERS

A learning solution that is
scalable over thousands of
developers

Sportsbet (AU)

Hands-on training that is
specific to the software
language and framework
the developer uses (JAVA,
C#, JavaScript…)

Discover (USA)

Gamified training that
developers want to take
and keeps them engaged
with leader boards,
badges, points, etc.

CommBank (AU)

A tool for executives that
allows them to assess,
measure, monitor and
benchmark developers,
internal teams and
software suppliers in
secure coding skills

KEY PARTNERS

A home-grown team of
cyber security experts
who are building software
to solve a 15 year old
problem that causes
millions of damage.
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Tyro Payments (AU)
AusCERT Awards (2016)
Finalist – Best Security
Initiative

Verizon (USA)
ING Group (BE)

Maquarie Bank (AU)

Hivint (AU)
Seer Security (AU)
Asterisk InfoSec (AU)
Intuition

Cyber Security Excellence
Awards (2016) Finalist –
Best Education Provider

CONTACT DETAILS
Pieter Danhieux, CEO
pdanhieux@securecodewar
rior.com
0429 503 077

Stabilco NSW
CAPABILITIES
‘Glocalised’ technology –
developed & distributed
globally to accommodate
conditions and users in local
markets
Evidence-based, solution for
constructing low cost, low
maintenance, high
performance, sustainable
infrastructure: roads, rail,
airport hardstand areas,
cycleways, dam cores &
landfill linings
Technology for re-use of Coal
waste but equally suitable to
incorporate a diverse range
industrial and chemical
wastes
Enables industry partners to
reduce waste disposal costs
and participate in the circular
economy
Foster internal innovation
capabilities to build smart
cities of the future

DISCRIMINATORS
Low capital, portable, local
materials source, low
production cost

KEY CUSTOMERS APPROVALS &
AWARDS
National, state & local
infrastructure
authorities

Directly solves road & rail
infrastructure failure;
reduces life-cycle costs

Mining companies

Responds to rising
expectation of responsible
practice - social licence &
community goodwill high

Construction
contractors

Developers

Helps achieve goals of the
Paris Agreement & UN SDGs
Triple revenue stream:
1. waste raw materials
2. product sales; &
3. carbon credits
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Over 2 million tonnes already
produced with technology,
constructing 180km of NSW
roads
Recipient partner in Australian
Govt ARC Linkage Research
Grant for $590 000

Uses 100% waste - halves
carbon emissions of
infrastructure, helping meet
international targets
Diverts waste from landfill –
preserves virgin resources

Road authority ‘Unique
Material’ specification created

CONTACT DETAILS
KEY PARTNERS

www.matrixmaterials.com.au
iAccelerate Centre
Innovation Campus
North Wollongong NSW 2500
M: +61 438 416 479
Watch what we do:
youtube.com/watch?v=avpGxbp99
ok

Stochastic Simulation Ltd

CAPABILITIES
Reservoir Simulation
Integrated Asset
Modelling & Market
Driven Gas Planning
History Matching &
Uncertainly Analysis
Drill Risk Reduction &
Earth Stress Analysis
Oil Deliverability
Modelling & Production
Forecasting

DISCRIMINATORS
Faster Reservoir
Simulation, gives millions
of visual realisations in
minutes

KEY CUSTOMERS
ExxonMobil
Santos
Oil Search

Market-Driven gas
planning, that’s back
allocated based on market
demands.
All software is compatible
and can be integrated
with each other and
leading industry tools.
Scalable, intuitive and fast
software
Robust Components,
Cognitive Performance,
Updated Software

Australian Gas Innovation
Awards 2013: Commercial
FINALIST

Beach Energy
BHP Billiton

KEY PARTNERS
Uzma Engineering
(Malaysia)

Western Australian &
Export Awards 2012Emerging Exporter FINALIST
The 2010 iAwards –
Industrial Application
WINNER
The 2009 iAwards Industrial
Application WINNER

Pap Energy Ltd (Ghana)

CONTACT DETAILS

PetroLead Technologies
(Oman)

4/97 Hector St W, Osborne Park
Western Australia 6017
Tel: (08) 9446 2099

Triple EEE (Netherlands)
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

SunSHIFT

CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

SunSHIFT is the modular and
Pre-engineered
moveable solar PV solution for A SunSHIFT solar PV system is
large-scale on-grid and off-grid tailored to a client’s power
electricity generation.
requirements with off-theshelf 50kW and 1MW subsystems to minimise
SunSHIFT offers standengineering and design costs.
alone power systems or
turn-key integration with
fossil-fuelled generators.
Pre-fabricated
All major system components
are manufactured off-site and
SunSHIFT offers flexible
financial arrangements for efficiently transported to site
where they are rapidly and
clients with outright
safely installed at a low cost.
purchase + buyback
options, lease + buyout
options, or purchase &
Scalable
financing + buyback
SunSHIFT systems are
options.
designed to enable future
expansion and contraction of
solar PV and energy storage
capacity to give clients
maximum flexibility.

KEY CUSTOMERS
Off-grid remote industry
Off-grid remote
communities
On-grid emerging
economies
On-grid temporary site
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NSW Government Green
Globe Awards 2015 –
Winner: Environmental
Innovation
The Australia Innovation
Challenge 2015 – Finalist:
Minerals and Energy
International IET
Innovation Awards 2015 –
Finalist: Sustainability

KEY PARTNERS
Laing O’Rourke plc
SunPower Corporation

Moveable
A modular approach solar PV
enables relocation of systems
over their useful life,
minimising the risk of asset
stranding and enabling shortterm offtake agreements.

QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

ABB Inc.
Australia Renewable
Energy Agency

CONTACT DETAILS
Will Rayward-Smith
(General Manager, SunSHIFT)
Level 4, 100 Arthur Street
North Sydney, NSW 2060
P: +61 (0) 427 548 813
E: will@sunshift.com

SupraG Energy

CAPABILITIES
Pilot scale production of
next generation highenergy-density
supercapacitors
Pilot scale production and
testing line of advanced
energy storage devices
Commercialization of
world-leading graphene
technologies by bridging
the gap between R&D and
manufacturing
Delivering disruptive
energy storage solutions
by capitalizing on national
and international
resources, include
government support,
advanced research
outcomes, downstream
business network, and
international investment
interests.

DISCRIMINATORS
A graphene technology
entrepreneur for energy
storage devices
A graphene technology
commercialization startup
devoted to delivering
disruptive energy storage
solutions
A technology transfer
platform enabled by
capitalizing on various
international resources
Strong research and
development capability,
and rich international
marketing and
manufacturing support

KEY CUSTOMERS
Potential customers under
discussion
State Grid Corporation of
China

Two International Patents

Tunghsu Group

KEY PARTNERS
Tangshan Jianhua
Industrial Group

Monash University
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

CONTACT DETAILS
Dr. Yufei Wang
Email:
yufei.wang@supragenergy.co
m
Ph: 03 9905 4939
Add: 16 Alliance Lane,
Clayton VIC 3168

Taggle Systems

CAPABILITIES
Low power wide area
telecommunications
network to gather small
amounts of data from
thousands of sensors
(water, gas & electricity
meters, environmental
sensors and others)
distributed across vast
areas. Key enabler for
“Internet of Things” in
Smart Cities

DISCRIMINATORS
Australia’s most
widespread low cost fixed
network (currently over
100,000 sq kilometers)

Sub-metering for large
buildings and campuses
Environmental monitoring

Yarra Valley Water

Data acquisition at 1/10th
the cost of previous
technologies

Isaac Regional Council
GWM Water

Australian designed
technology suitable for
harsh environmental
conditions
Very low power battery
operated devices with up
to 20 years life on AA
battery
Very long range radio
receivers ~1,000 sq
kilometre per receiver in
rural settings

Sewer monitoring
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

Mackay Regional Council
Goldenfields Water

Example applications:
Automatic Meter Reading
for utilities

KEY CUSTOMERS

Winner - TEch23 (2010)
Winner – Telstra R&D
award (2010)
Member – Australian
Technology Showcase

Federation Shire Council

KEY PARTNERS

CONTACT DETAILS

Honeywell/Elster

Taggle System Pty Ltd
Level 3 189 Kent Street Sydney
NSW 2000

Tyeware
Select Solutions

Ph: 02 8999 1919
www.taggle.com.au

V2H International

CAPABILITIES
Rapidly drill (jet) multiple
laterals horizontally from
a Vertical Well. Distances
range from 20m-300m
Increase Oil & Gas
production & recovery
(EUR) from 1000’s of
existing (old) wells. Also a
perfect completion
method for new wells.

DISCRIMINATORS

KEY CUSTOMERS

Proof of exit from steel
casing

Westside Corporation Pty
Ltd

Proof of laterals being
drilled via real-time
electronic data capture

Anglo American
Shell
BHP Billiton

Real-time steering
capability

AGL Energy
Arrow Energy

Dramatically reduce the
footprint for new Oil &
Gas field developments.
Compelling, safe and
environmentally
alternative to fraccing as
the industry standard
completion method.

Two complimentary
technologies for both
completions and
workovers
Reliable, cost effective
process

KEY PARTNERS
Tempress Technologies
(Seattle)
CRC-Mining (Brisbane)

Potential to revolutionise
the way Oil & Gas wells
are drilled and completed
throughout the world.
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CONTACT DETAILS
Darren Rice – Chief Executive
Officer
E. Darren.rice@v2h.com.au
M. 0400 112913

Vectus Biosystems

CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

Drug discovery
Vectus has developed a platform
technology allowing the discovery of
more than 200 novel, biologically
active compounds with antihypertensive and/or anti-fibrotic
properties.

Reversal of fibrosis
Fibrosis has been reported to play a
role in more than 40% of diseases
worldwide. Vectus is the only company
to report the ability to reverse fibrosis
in multiple organs, leading to the
regeneration of healthy tissue
architecture.

Preclinical research
Vectus has the expertise and facilities
to carry out early stage preclinical
testing in-house

Very strong IP position
Vectus has a family of 11 patents
(granted or applied for) giving them a
very strong IP position.

Commercialisation experience
The board has a track record in
founding and developing highly
successful life science companies, as
well significant experience in the
pharmaceutical industry

Platform technology
Vectus has discovered multiple
compounds with specific activity in
various organs, including the heart,
kidney, lung and liver.
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CONTACT DETAILS
Dr Duncan Macinnis
dmacinnis@vectusbiosystems.
com.au
0409 336 373

WattWatchers

CAPABILITIES

DISCRIMINATORS

KEY CUSTOMERS

Internet of Things (IoT) for
energy - real-time, utilitygrade (Class 1 accurate)
electricity management
over the internet

Enterprise quality – 5year+ warranties
available, Service Level
Agreements (SLAs), full
power factors

Solar Analytics

Independent of utility
metering systems and
equipment suppliers’
monitoring solutions (e.g.
solar or battery inverters)

Ultra-compact size with
all-in-one DIN mounted
form – especially
important for retrofits for
easy installation (20-30
min. by qualified
electrician)

Grid Analytics by Acresta

Data streaming flexibility
allows Wattwatchers to
work with many apps,
dashboards, hosting etc.
Built-in switching
capability being added to
allow control of energy
flows at circuit-level as
well as observation and
data aggregation &
analytics
Remotely manage energy
flows on any number of
circuits at one/many sites

Low-cost per circuit
(under $100 per circuit
for hardware) – 1/3 to
1/5 cost of traditional
sub-metering
Fully-managed IT solution
with over-the-internet
remote maintenance, reconfiguration and
upgrades
Adaptable for overseas
market requirements
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS

AGL New Energy
Energy Matters

KEY PARTNERS

Australian certifications
US certifications (pending)
Handpicked for CEM7
Start-Ups & Solutions
Showcase (San Francisco,
June 2016)
ATC semi-finalist 2012
Solar Analytics
Acresta (Grid Analytics)
National Narrowband
Network (NNNCo)

CONTACT DETAILS
Murray Hogarth – Director of
Communications & Community
Networks
E murray@wattwatchers.com.au

M 0417 267235
Wattblock
Object Consulting/Our
Green Home
Knowledge-Global

Worldpoly

CAPABILITIES
Highest level of safety,
removal of operator
variables, faster welding
times and greater quality
control
High value intellectual
property
In-house R&D and
manufacturing capabilities
Factories in 2
hemispheres and
distributors in 12 key
regions ensure a global
distribution network
CNC automation of poly
pipe welding equipment
The only medium and
large diameter in-field
CNC controlled poly
welders in the world

DISCRIMINATORS
55 years industry
experience spanning 3
generations

KEY CUSTOMERS
BHP Billiton, Chile
Fortescue Metals Group,
Australia

Worldwide relevance in
major growth sector

Georg Fischer, USA

A unique technology

Rio Tinto, Peru

Rapidly scalable business

Reece Civil, Australia

Through alliance partners
we have the capacity to
meet demand

JM Eagle, USA

KEY PARTNERS
Austrade
Entrepreneurs Program
EFIC
Austmine
Bosch Rexroth
Jayben
Borouge, Abu Dhabi
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QUALITY
APPROVALS &
AWARDS
CE Approval by SGS
Switzerland
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008

Al Wassel, Saudi Arabia

Earthmover & Civil
Contractors Technology
Release of the Year Award
2015

AGRU Fimex, Mexico

Governor of Victoria
Export Awards Winner
2013

Katanga Mining,
Democratic Republic of
the Congo

Australia Export Awards
(Minerals & Energy)
Finalist 2013

110 client countries and
counting

CONTACT DETAILS
Nikita Hall
Marketing Manager
+61 (0)3 8795 3888
+61 (0)438 356 959
nikita.hall@worldpoly.com

